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Part XXII
Fly me to the moon, Let me play among the stars,
Let me see what spring is like on, A-Jupiter and Mars
In other words…keep on croonin’, Frankie! Ah, the romantic dreams and imaginings inspired
by the heavens: the what might-a-beens and could’a-bes. And oh, the delightfully delicious,
sumptuously scrumptious, mysteriously magnificent, infinite unknowns of the universe;
all the weird and wonderful myths fashioned after the science of the planets and stars–
goddesses of love from Venus, little men from Mars; the archaeological enigmatic giant Moai
heads of Easter Island, geoglyph Nazca lines on the high, windless planes of Peru, the
megaliths of Stonehenge, the pyramids; and the tinfoil-hat sightings of UFO’s, flying saucers,
and the crash of an alien spacecraft near Roswell. For sure, there may be higher causes and
forces at play here, Bogie. But at least one thing’s for certain, “We’ll always have Paris.”
Then there was the time the heavens came down to earth! One day I watched a whirlwind
sweep down out of the clouds and the blue. When it hit the tops of the trees, it was as if the
whole sky exploded! It reminded me of Dorothy and Toto being whisked away to the magical
land of Oz, or Elijah being carried to Heaven in a whirlwind, in a fiery chariot and horses of fire.
Awesome stuff!
Tell me did the wind sweep you off your feet
Did you finally get a chance to dance along the light of day
And head back to the Milky Way
Drops of Jupiter? The Spaceships of Ezekial?
Yeah, and what about Erich von Däniken’s Chariots of the Gods (Memories of the Future), that
famous ufologist’s theory of extraterrestrial influences on early human culture–of
“paleo contact” or inter-dimensional beings of higher intelligence visiting Earth and being
responsible for the unexplained phenomena of legend and religion? Imagine if that were true!
If the pyramids were designed or built by heavenly beings or ancient astronauts, what a
discovery of cosmic proportions that would be! Forget about having a pen pal from Germany.
Here’d be proof we share something in common with the angels or little green men:
this would provide empirical evidence we all speak math!
Far out! Math the language of the universe? Who knew? Earthlings, Klingons, Alpha
Centaurians, and Vulcans, unite! Yeah, Spock, it’s only logical we’re all mathematical!
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And come to think of it: If the pyramids were built by extraterrestrials and are based on the
right angle, wouldn’t that make the right angle “galactical”?
Yowza! So much for discussions of whether the Pythagorean Theorem was developed first by
the Chinese or the Greeks. Talk about Stranger in a Strange Land, Pythagoras from Mars, or
Mork the mathematician! Grok that!
Yeah, looking for the origins of the right angle–locked down and earth bound?
Time to put away the shovel, mattock, and 4-inch pointing trowel, Indy!
Get out the spaceship, man!
So, Lucas and Spielberg, time to bring Harrison Ford outta retirement.
This could be the big one: a new subgenre–Math-fi!
I can see it all now: Indiana Jones–Beyond the Crystal Skull!
My Favorite Mathematician? Have Math Will Travel?
Or maybe a re-tweak of that classic Stargate: Mathgate–Portal to the
Universe: Portal to the Future! This could make those cash registers sing! “Cha-ching!”
And what about a math-fi spoof, in the tradition of Hope and Crosby: Road to Mathtopia!
Now there’s an opportunity for a real “down to earth” intercultural exchange!
Say, find yourself on a foreign planet, surrounded by little green men who
just wanta play “patty cake”? No worries! With the language of math,
communication barriers are a thing of the past!
We’re all on the same wavelength!
I think I’m set now, Scotty! With my right-angle, subspace communicator
(and my 3D goggles) at the ready, beam me anywhere! I’m good to go!
Or maybe Math as the language of the universe is like Pi in the Sky: like we’re all in the same
lifeboat in the middle of the Pacific. Yeah, you could be a zebra, an orangutan, a hyena, or a
Bengal tiger named Richard Parker; a bumblebee, an Egyptian scarab, a physicist, ufologist,
astronomer, philosopher, soldier, poet, priest, or musician; even a Republican or a Democrat,
a “fat cat” or a diplomat; Jewish, Christian, Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim, an angel from heaven or
a little green man from Mars–no matter who or what you are, the reality of math would be a
point of common ground for everyone and everything: religion, science, politics, language,
species, existence–EVERYTHING!
I think I’m on to somethin’ Eva. Here’s a truth we can all believe in: one common thread that
could bring us together rather than tear us apart! Our reality of math!
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